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ALA is the undisputed leader for the business of law, focused on the delivery of cutting-edge management and leadership products and services to the global legal community. We identify and provide solutions to the most strategic and operational challenges our members and customers face today, while
we prepare them for the opportunities and challenges of tomorrow.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Michelle Casares, Litcher Law Firm

Escaping Politics by
Going to Work

Dear Members,
Welcome all to a new and exciting year in the South Florida Chapter of the Association of Legal
Administrators! Your board and other leadership team members are working diligently to plan
an array of meaningful and fun adventures for us. Our theme for the year is Relationships.

EDITOR: Lilly Torres
DLA Piper
lilly.torres@dlapiper.com
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CREATIVE: Laura Crovo-Lane
lcrovo@netgc.com

Where do I begin? First, thank you for allowing me to represent you. Secondly, I want to let
each of you know that you too can do this. If I was not part of this amazing organization, I
would have failed in many areas. Well, maybe not fail, but I would’ve been really slow to achieve
the results I’ve received.
My participation with ALASOFLA has allowed me to learn from my peers that have already
conquered the same issues my firms have gone through, all while gaining the appreciation from
my partners for the results. For example, I was able to save over $25,000 in insurance from a
Business Partner that I finally took to the time to meet. All of this because I decided to jump in
and see what this organization offered.
An area that I struggle with is trust. This is why I want my presidency to be about Relationships.
Much like our personal life, our professional life is based on who we know and trust. We would
not bring someone off the street to babysit our children. Similarly, we will not bring in a vendor
we do not know, as our reputation is on the line. We want you to know that we understand what
you’re dealing with. For that reason, I challenge you to get to know us, your peers, and your
Business Partners. The ListServ is a great social tool, but it is not the same thing as face-toface interaction.
We are becoming like our children today, texting instead of going outside to play. Break the
mold of just being a name within the ALASOFLA member roster and join us for an adventure
at an ALA event! We are mixing things up this year and know that you’ll enjoy what we have
lined up. In the pipeline are a couple of breakfast gatherings, the high-demand educational
monthly lunches and even a couple of evening events. So whether you want a cup of joe, a
glass of wine, or both while learning more about our organization and the legal industry, we
have something to offer you. In attending any of our fun events, you will not only gain business
insight, but you will gain a friend or two.
I am thankful to all of my peers that I consider my friends now. I appreciate them taking my
calls in desperate times or just talking over a glass of wine or two at an ALASOFLA happy hour.
Also worth mentioning are the friends I have made across the country from this association as
well as our Business Partners that make me look good.
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I ask that you to make a real contribution to your ALA organization and join us at one of our
many events. I am always available to help or plan a get together.

The Network is published
to provide information for
the education and benefit
of legal administrators,
law
office
managers,
managing
partners
of
law firms and others
interested in law firm
management. Any article
or advertising published
here or in any prior issue
of this newsletter should
not be considered to be
an endorsement by the
South Florida Chapter
of the Association of
Legal Administrators of
the opinions expressed
therein or any products(s)
advertised.
Contributing
writers are asked to
disclose
interests
and
affiliations
that
may
influence
their
writing position so that
those
facts
may
be
obtained

I leave you with this: Life is abundant because of the people we know, not the job we have!

Fun Happenings

Upcoming
Events

upon

request.
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ESCAPING POLITICS
BY GOING TO WORK
MAYBE SO LONG AS HE BOSS ISN’T INVOLVED

Aaron Tandy, Esq.
Pathman Lewis, LLP

There are very few

office political discussions,

customers who overhear or are drawn into

Private employers may also prohibit

places these days where

Florida has no state laws

such discussions.

employees from using company email

someone can escape the

addressing the issue with

24-7 political news cycle,

respect to private workplaces.

discussions which can conceivably relate to

political statements of support or otherwise,

social media postings

As a result, private employers

politics, private employers can take steps to

political messages or political cartoons,

or becoming engaged in

in this state are free to limit

restrict employee political activity -- with the

and to attempt to coerce co-employees into

political discussions heated

or eliminate certain political

exception of labor issues (usually confined

supporting a particular candidate for office.

or otherwise. Surprising

conversations amongst

to wages and working conditions) which

Moreover, Florida employers can restrict

to many people, one of the

their employees, and many

are covered by federal statutes. Employers

or ban political signs, banners, campaign

places in Florida to go to

do to avoid the loss of

may impose limits on the type of subjects

buttons and shirts containing political

escape may actually be your

productivity and focus that

discussed and ban the use of company

messages except for those discussing

private workplace. While

often accompanies such

resources such as computers, telephones,

union, wage or workplace conditions. For

other states have statutes in

discussions or the potential

equipment, supplies, etc. in an effort to

example, a generic “Vote for Blake” button

place providing guidance for

for alienating clients and

promote a particular political message.

could be banned, but “Vote for the Candidate

While it is nearly impossible to ban all

accounts and electronic devices to send

Continued on next page >
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that will ensure safe working

interruption of or distraction

without concern for retaliation

ability to exercise his or her

workforce towards specific

employees to leave politics

conditions” may not so long

from work related tasks.

or reprisal, no such laws

voting rights, no Florida or

political action. However,

at home and make the office

specifically protect private

federal laws will have been

such activity is not without

the place to escape from

are free to discipline

employees in the State of

broken. Moreover, following

risk of alienating employees

campaigning.

employees who violate these

Florida.

the United States Supreme

and potentially sidetracking

Unfortunately, all of this

Court’s decision in Citizens

productivity. This article’s

as it does not disrupt work
performance.
Many employers confronted

Similarly, private employers

with questions in this area

policies and prohibitions

rely upon already established

on political activities in the

does not necessarily mean

United v. FEC, 588 U.S. 310

conclusions also apply equally

workplace policies restricting

workplace. Contrary to

that one is guaranteed a

(2010), a recent study showed

to post-election discussions.

use of company property

what many people think, the

“political speech free zone”

a significant increase in

and equipment, policies

First Amendment does not

at the office. While Florida

political recruitment activities

this animated political season,

establishing dress codes

provide a basis for private

does not prohibit private

on behalf of employers

it may be better off in the long

and other office policies on

employees to speak their

employers from restricting

seeking to mobilize their

run for both employers and

civility to support limiting

mind on every topic they can

political discussion between

or eliminating political

think of, especially political

and amongst its employees,

discussion, especially

topics, nor is there a federal

neither does it restrict private

during a heated election

or Florida state constitutional

employers from sharing their

season. A better practice

right to engage in political

own political views with their

is to have a separate policy

discourse during working

employees. Neither Florida

that identifies the limitations

hours. And except in narrow

nor federal law prohibit

imposed on employee activity

circumstances, there is no

managers and company

and speech during working

prohibition on the state or

officials from conversing

hours; identifies the “safe”

federal level from private

about their own political

topics – working conditions,

employers discharging at-

views or sharing their views

wages, unions -- which may

will employees for their

with their subordinates. So

be discussed on breaks or

political activities. Contrary

long as the private employer

other non-work periods; and

to federal and state laws

is not bullying employees

identifies that in all instances

that allow public sector

to financially contribute to

the tone of any discussion

employees to express their

a particular candidate or

must be civil and avoid

political opinions or affiliations

interfering with an employee’s

As a result, and especially in

Aaron Tandy is a partner in the firm’s
Commercial Litigation Department, and
is head of the firm’s Employment Law
Section. Mr. Tandy places a special focus
on resolution of business torts, regulatory
and administrative hearings, employment
and HR litigation, and ecommerce and
intellectual property disputes, including
the gathering and proper use of electronic
and social media evidence. In addition, Mr.
Tandy provides counsel to entities looking to
comply with federal and state antitrust laws,
including the establishment of domestic and
international distribution agreements and
joint ventures. www.pathmanlewis.com

Call 877-734-1382 to Experience the Next Generation of OfÞce Communications.
www.nextpointe.com

B U S I N E S S PA R T N E R S
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THANK YOU TO OUR 2017 BUSINESS PARTNERS
FOR THEIR CONTINUED SUPPORT

PAYROLL | TIME & ATTENDANCE | ACA COMPLIANCE
| HR | BENEFITS ENROLLMENT | ONBOARDING

ABA Retirement Funds Program

Kouwenhoven & Associates

Access

LAN Infotech, LLC

Affinity Consulting

LawDocsXpress

Beacon Hill Staffing

Legal Computer Consultants

Bekins of South Florida

Legal Search Solutions

Beltmann Relocation Group

Leotta Designers, Inc.

Brown & Brown Insurance

M. Hanson & Co

Commercial Flooring Solutions, Inc (CFS)

NextPointe, Inc.

Copytech Solutions

Nuance Document Imaging

DLE Process Servers, Inc.

OTS Legal

DTI

Palindrome Consulting, Inc

Esquire Deposition Services

Personnel Management Solutions, Inc.

The Gourmet Coffee Company

Pinetree Benefit Solutions

Harvey Bilt Photography

Royal Cup, Inc.

ImageNet Consulting of Miami

Solomon Search Group

International Data Depository

Soutec

Isolved

U.S. Legal Support

Contact iSolved for more information

IST Management Services

VirtuWorks

Michael Migdol | 480-710-6818 | mmigdol@isolvedhcm.com

Powerful and comprehensive, iSolved does it all: onboarding,
payroll, human resources, time tracking, and benefits
enrollment all from one solution. iSolved is the leading
technology for cloud-based human capital management
(HCM) in the small-to-medium business market.

THE HR AND PAYROLL
PLAFORM THAT DOES IT
ALL, ANYTIME ANYWHERE.
It’s time for a robust HCM platform that powers and
engages your most important asset – your people.

visit.isolvedhcm.com/ala
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To Telecommute or Not to
Telecommute: The Gaining Traction
of Attorneys Working from Home

reached out to my fellow ALASOFLA group and posed the question of whether their respective firms allowed
attorneys to work from home. Under the guise of anonymity, I received several responses.
In total, 26 firms participated in the survey, which included:
• Small firms (under 20 attorneys)
• Mid-size firms (21-49 attorneys)
• Large firms (50+ attorneys)
The graphs below illustrate the results.

Lilly Torres
Office Administrator, DLA Piper
Editor-in-Chief, The Network

It’s been said that the legal industry is a living,

supposition on the outcome from giving such latitude

breathing entity that is constantly going through

to attorneys. Perhaps your firm is opposed to the

metamorphoses. Consistent analysis of work

idea of attorneys telecommuting and wants to uphold

processes, staffing needs and company perks

collegiality by having all employees be physically

is a must to survive in this ever-competitive field.

present on a daily basis. Maybe your firm allows

In an effort to stay viable, firms must take into

working from home, but only when absolutely

consideration several benchmarks when deciding

necessary i.e. personal illness, sick child, etc. Or

how to set themselves apart, including attractive

maybe your firm embraces remote work, instills trust

salaries, development and mentoring opportunities,

in its professionals and focuses on how to provide the

and work/life flexibility. Most research suggests

means necessary to best empower the timekeeper

that a vast amount of employees rate flexible work

to attain and hopefully exceed performance goals,

restrictions. Only large firms allow telecommuting with no restrictions. This is in contrast to a third of small

schedules, including the ability to work from home or

thereby contributing to the bottom-line.

firms not allowing any kind of remote work.

telecommute high on the list of what contributes to
employee satisfaction.
In regards to telecommuting, there are several
schools of thought on the subject and much

There are many factors at play in determining

The majority of firms, regardless of size, do allow attorneys to work from home, but usually with some

Could your firm offer more savory benefits to its attorneys by implementing remote work? Arming yourself

if allowing remote work openly, with restrictions, or

with the local data showcased here, have a discussion with your managing partners and further evaluate if

not at all is ideal for your firm. In an effort to feel out

your firm is offering its attorneys the best platform to both maintain profitability and retain good talent.

the local practices as it relates to telecommuting, I

Good luck!
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and relationships that may endure the test of time. If you have never attended a conference
because you think it’s all about endless repetitive educational sessions, think again. You may

2017 ALA National Conference
in Denver

Edgard Delgado,
Legal Administrator,
Tenzer, PLLC
Gary Smith,
Office Administrator,
Richard & Richard

Surely you can think back to a
time when you hesitated applying for that job you really
wanted. Was it fear, insecurity,
feeling unqualified or simply being afraid of being rejected? The truth is everyone has had those
feelings and anxieties when facing change or new challenges. Developing your career in this competitive field is not only about obtaining the right education or job experience. It also takes a good
understanding of what is going on around the legal community. Expanding your awareness and
learning about the different firm cultures and their operations allows us to achieve a better understanding of our professions.
Our responsibilities go beyond labor regulations, financial management, daily operations and
event planning. There is an important people aspect to our jobs. One of the great benefits of attending an ALA conference is the ability to interact with fellow members and be exposed to their experiences, challenges and routines. ALA Conferences provide the opportunity to make connections

be pleasantly surprised to find the most valuable takeaway was not job knowledge, but career
knowledge.
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SPECIAL RECOGNITION
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And the Award Goes to….!

Each year the Board of Directors identifies members who have made significant
contributions to the association. Congratulations to Lisa Dasher, Chief Financial
Officer of Wicker Smith O’Hara McCoy and Ford P.A., for receiving the Outstanding
Association Volunteer Award at this year’s ALA Annual Conference in Denver!		

Congratulations to Marlon Mendez, International
Operations Manager of Holland & Knight LLP, for
serving as the 2017-2018 Chair of the International
Relations Committee “IRC” of the Association of Legal
Administrators. The IRC advises the Board of Directors
and represents ALA’s interests in matters related to
international initiatives, cooperation and affiliations.
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ALASOFLA Lends Helping Hands
The 2017 community service project at His House on Saturday, May 6th was a huge success. Together we
made a difference in the lives of the children living at His House. Thanks to the many generous contributions,
we raised $4,600 and 38 volunteers assisted with the makeover of Cottage 40.
A big thank you goes out to the ALA South Florida Chapter members, their staff, family and friends. A special
thank you goes out to our Business Partners for always supporting the ALASOFLA Chapter and our community.
Lastly, our chapter wants to specially recognize His House Children’s Home staff for their hard work and
dedication to the children living at His House.

Business Partner
Appreciation Event
Thursday, September 14, 2017
5:00 PM - 7:00 PM
Come out and show our
Business Parnters how much
we appreciate them! Network
with your fellow ALASOFLA
members!
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FUN HAPPENINGS

A Fantastic Night of Comedy, Dinner,
Education and Networking
June 13, 2017, Greenberg Traurig
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SOUTH FLORIDA CHAPTER, ALA
2017-2018 BOARD OF DIRECTORS:

Wed., Aug 9, 2017

Miami Dade Monthly
Lunch Meeting

PRESIDENT
Michelle Casares, Litcher Law Firm ....................................................

305-933-9970

11:45-1:30
Location: Akerman

PRESIDENT-ELECT
Kristine Blanco, Gordon & Rees, LLP ..................................................

305-428-5300

Thurs. Aug. 3-Sat.
Aug. 5, 2017
ALA Large
Firm Principal
Administrators Retreat
Westin Boston

VICE PRESIDENT - MEMBERSHIP
Adilen Montes, Levine Kellogg Lehman Schneider & Grossman... 305-403-8788
SECRETARY

Nilka Gomez, Haber Slade, P.A. .............................................................

305-379-2400

Wed., Aug. 9, 2017

TREASURER
Carole Sheets, Murray, Morin & Herman, P.A. ..................................

305-441-1180

PAST PRESIDENT/DIRECTORS
Judi Pawloski, CLM, Peterson Bernard................................................
Marie E. Colón, Littler Mendelson........................................................

Miami-Dade Monthly
Lunch Meeting
1:45-1:30
Location: Akerman

954-763-3200
305-400-7555

Thurs., Aug 10, 2017

11:45 - 1:30 PM
Location: Greenspoon Marder

COMMITTEES:
AWARDS

Marie E. Colón

Littler Mendelson

Broward Monthly Lunch
Meeting

MARKETING
Lourdes Sanders
Broad and Cassel

Thurs., Aug 24, 2017
Broward Happy Hour

Emelyn Bruguera
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP

5:30 - 7:30 PM
Location: Timpanos,
Ft. Lauderdale

NEWSLETTER
Lilly Torres
DLA Piper

Thurs., Sept 14, 2017

Litcher Law Firm

PLACEMENT-ADMINISTRATORS
Vicki Smith-Bilt, CLM
Greenberg Traurig

5:00 - 7:00 PM
Location: TBD

COMMUNITY SERVICE/CHARITY
Blanca Aguilera
Rumberger Kirk & Caldwell

REGIONAL COUNCIL

BUSINESS PARTNER RELATIONS
Sandra Boriello
Arnstein & Lehr, LLP
Nicole Penny
Boise Schiller & Flexner, LLP

Michelle Casares

Tracy Hess
Fisher & Phillips LLP
CERTIFIED LEGAL MANAGER (CLM)
Lisa Dasher, CPA, CLM
Wicker, Smith, O’Hara, McCoy & Ford
DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
Paula J. Lawson, CLM
Genovese, Joblove & Battista, P.A.
EDUCATION/PROGRAMS
Millie Matias
Greenberg Traurig
LEGAL COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Victoria Allen, CLM
Rogers, Morris & Ziegler, LLP

Marie E. Colón

Littler Mendelson
Judi Pawloski, CLM
Peterson Bernard
SCHOLARSHIP
Judi Pawloski, CLM
Peterson Bernard
SOCIAL COMMITTEE
Edgard Delgado
Tenzer PLLC
Gary Smith
Richard & Richard, P.A.
WEBSITE

Kristine Blanco
Gordon & Rees, LLP

Business Partner
Appreciation

Oct 5 - Oct 7, 2017

ALA Finance Conference
AND ALA Human
Resources AND IP
Conference for Legal
Professionals
Co-located at Palmer
House, Chicago, IL

Wed., Oct. 11, 2017

Miami Dade Monthly
Lunch Meeting
11:45-1:30
Location - TBA

Thurs., Oct 12, 2017

Broward Monthly Lunch
Meeting
11:45 - 1:30 PM
Location - TBA

